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This paper aims to review the work where the MOOCs
hasbeen
offered
and
integrated
in
traditional
classroomenvironment. It leads to answer the following
research questions viz. What are the possible reasons to
incorporateMOOCs with classroom teaching? What are the
challenges tooffer the MOOCs in academia? What could be
the effectivemethodology to implement the MOOCs in
blended learningenvironment?, Up to what extent the MOOCs
MOO
are acceptableby teaching community? Do the students
assume that MOOCswill help in their professional
growth?Paper is organized in four distinctive fragments
viz.introduction, related work, data and methodology;
Conclusionstatements are the part of last section

Abstract- MOOCs are designed to work in standalone mode.
They can be scheduled or self-paced.
paced. MOOCs are popular in
worldwide elearningcommunity. Although they have li
limitations
and tend to have more dropout rates. Learners without proper
motivationcannot stick to submission schedule while learning and
find the course material difficult. MOOCs are flexible platform
andaccess the expertise without any physical attendance. Indian
universities have started adapting the MOOCs through
SWAYAMplatform of Government of India. This approach can
be implemented when there is no teacher available for the subject
concernor offer the novel course as an elective or use the online
course to supplement the traditional classroom teaching.
BlendedMOOC is all about implementing MOOC along with the
face-to-face
face interaction. In this paper blended MOOC approach
isimplemented through online SWAYAM Platform and results
are concluded.

II. BLENDEDMOOCS: A REVIEW

Keywords-MOOC, e-learning,
learning, Blended MOOC, SWAYAM.

I.

This section provides the literature review regarding
thechallenges of MOOCs and blended methodology of
teachingvarious courses by incorporating MOOCs.Standalone
MOOCs and online learners have many identifiedchallenges.
Approximately 10% of the participant cancomplete the course
who are driven by the motivational forceslike incentive.
Failure to understand the content material andhaving no one to
turn for the help, and having other prioritiesto fulfill are the
reasons for dropouts[10].Lack of IT infrastructure with the
high speed internet facilityis the biggest challenges for MOOC
[11].There is norecognition for MOOCs. Recently Ministry of
HumanResource and Development launches the credit
framework foronline courses through
throug SWAYAM.[12],which
offers thevalidity of online course on SWAYAM platform
forcalculation of grades.Blended learning approach is used by
Bralic and Divjakwhere a MOOC has been integrated in a
traditionalclassroom[8]. A case study by Yosef et.al. reported
newTechnology-Enhanced
Enhanced Learning (TEL) methodology
inhigher
education
and
beyond.
Limitations
of
standaloneMOOCs is explored over blended MOOCs
(bMOOCs).bMOOCs offer face-to-face
face
interactions and
online learningcomponents together. Proposed bMOOCs
model imposed thestudent-centric
centric learning through the online
video lectures aswell as caters with the traditional

INTRODUCTION

Online education content popularly known as MOOCs
hasbeen adopted by the worldwide learning community. It is
richsource of teaching, learning and research material.[3,4]
.Topmost educational institute and many private
companiesjoined hands together to develop the high quality
massiveonline open courses[6].Online education contents
areprovided by many e- learning platforms such as edx,
coursera,udacity, udemy and SWAYAM. Every MOOCs
platformfacilitates the online
nline discussion forum to exchange a
dialoguein form of messages. The discussion forum is a
repository forthe user’s post. The registered users for MOOCs
may initiatethe MOOCs. MOOCs offer opportunities to wrap
on-campuscourses
campuscourses around existing MOOCs [5,7]. This paper
describes aparadigm where, MOOCs by SWAYAM was
blended withthe traditional classroom teaching to teach the
subjects basedon Natural Language processing and text
mining. MOOCsconceptualization has been evolving up to the
extent of thefield of opinion
inion mining and is widely used in
business,government, politics and education [1,2].
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teachingbenefits[9].Characteristics of the various MOOCs
platformare specified in the tabular format [12] where the
MOOCsplatforms such as coursera, edX,, Udacity are
described withthe various attributes.

eachmodule. It covers the topics on motivation for
computing,variables and expressions, loops and conditionals,
lists,tuples,
Google
translate,
ate,
sorting,
searching,
substitutioncipher etc..
Due credits are assigned for completing the quizzes
andprogramming assignments. There is facility to exchange
point

Theseattributes
are
availablelanguages,
accreditation,
Technology, Market Strategy.306 blog posts related to
MOOCs were analyzed bychen[13].Text-mining
mining technique is
used to analyzed theblogs. The result shows that there are
many opportunities forlearners, faculty members, universities,
and MOOCproviders.Blended learning approach is used by
Bruffet. al. whichintegrates the coursera platform with
classroom teaching[14].All the above studies stated in revie
review
section reveal thebenefits of self-paced,
paced, blended MOOCs.

of view by participating in discussion forums.SWAYAM
Platform doesn’t possesses cognitive and artificialintelligent
capabilities and not able to process the authenticityof the
students. For this purpose, students are asked to submitthe
screenshots
of
submitted
quizzes
and
programmingassignments and send it to course instructor. The
dueprovision
n is made so that completed quizzes and
assignmentcan contribute to the students’ grades in the final
exam. Thetopics not covered in MOOC are provided by the
instructor inform of additional reading. These additional
readings willhelp in their upcoming research
rese
projects. Total
ten studentswere involved in the blended MOOC
methodology. Theexperience of teaching-learning
teaching
processes
through thetraditional classroom was discussed with these
informants.Before introducing them with the MOOC.The
course of textmining was then supplemented with the
SWAYAM MOOCon python. The students were asked to
register on theSWAYAM portal for the period of julyjuly
december2018.Online course material in form of videos was
analyzed by theinstructor before finalizing it as supplement
material
rial inclassroom teaching. MOOC on python was
synchronized inclassroom teaching so that along with the
classroominstructions students can watch the videos on related
topicand simultaneously their doubts can also be discussed.
Itfacilitates students with thee practical approach to learn
thesubject in depth. The environment created due to this add
one-learning
learning material creates the interest on part of teacher
aswell as students. This result has been drawn after the
jointgroup discussions after each class and is recorded. Till
datecourse is active on SWAYAM portal and
intermediateanalysis is part of this publication.

III. METHODOLOGY
The methodology adopted here for blended MOOCs is
basedon the SWAYAM platform. According to UGC
Regulation2016 for credit framework for online courses
throughSWAYAM (Study Web of Active Learning by Young
andAspiring Minds) education has to widen the access to
highereducation and bring down its cost by using
technologicaladvances and is emerging as viable model
[15].MOOCs have four pillars of design. These are ee-tutorial,
econtent,web resources and self-assessment.
assessment. In Indianscenario
MOOCs are beneficial to student in case of non-- availabilityof
the expertise in universities and colleges.Elective papers can
be taught through the online paperswhere students can
exposed to wide options of studying thecourses of their own
choice.Apart from the benefit posed by the online courses,
they canbe the best source to supplement the classroom
teaching andadd the benefit to access the world class expertise
at doorstep.The approach used in this stud
study is for the
betterment of thestudents in existing traditional teaching
learning process.The course selected for this hybrid approach
is “Joy ofComputing” on SWAYAM platform offered by IIT
Kanpur.This course is self-paced
paced and carries no credits. It is
used forlearning the basic concept of python programming as
asupplement. It facilitates the traditional classroom teaching
ofthe course text mining taught at Centre for information
andLanguage
Engineering,
Mahatma
Gandhi
AntarrashtriyaHindi Vishwavidyalaya, Wardha,
rdha, India. Online
courseanalyzed and chosen due to several reasons. There is lot
ofhands on practice sessions, quizzes and explanatory
videos.Total 30 hours of video focuses primarily to inspire
thelearner's mind to think logically and arrive at a
solutionprogrammatically
onprogrammatically [16]. It is structured in 30 hours of
videocontent with the 3-15
15 minutes of smaller videos inside

IV.CONCLUSION
Standalone MOOCs neither cater the educational need
ofdiverse group nor assure the academic integrity. Blending
theMOOCs with the traditional
itional classroom teaching is the
hybridapproach which addresses the challenges posed by
thestandalone MOOCs. Blended methodology offers
opportunityto learn the course from the highly qualified
quality instructoras well as accessibility to personal
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12. Taneja, S., &Goel, A. (2014). MOOC Providers and their
Strategies.International Journal of Computer Science and Mobile
Computing,3(5), 222-228

interaction.
tion. Text mining,big Data, natural language processing
are the most demandedareas in industry as well as academics.
Students’ response forthe blended MOOCs for these subjects
is favorable andenthusiastic. This conclusions and discussion
can give insightandd motivation for the teachers to adapt the
new teaching.
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